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The Heavens Declare The Heavens Declare 
the Glory of Godthe Glory of God

The Big Bang and The Big Bang and 
the Speed of Lightthe Speed of Light

By Felice GerwitzBy Felice Gerwitz

http://www.MediaAngels.com

Is there a God?Is there a God?

��Did God make us?Did God make us?

��Why are we here?Why are we here?

��Who made the world?Who made the world?

��Was it designed by God?Was it designed by God?

––Man has many different answersMan has many different answers

……God is truth!God is truth!
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Why Does it Matter?Why Does it Matter?

�� Psalm 8:3Psalm 8:3: "I consider : "I consider 
thy heavens, the work thy heavens, the work 
of thy fingers, the moon of thy fingers, the moon 
and the stars, which and the stars, which 
thou hast ordained." thou hast ordained." 

�� Jesus himself talked Jesus himself talked 
about the book of about the book of 
Genesis many times!Genesis many times!

Genesis 2:2
God ended His work of creation. 

Many Different Many Different 
BeliefsBeliefs……

�� Young Earth Creationist Young Earth Creationist (6(6--15,000 years)15,000 years)

��Old Earth Creationist Old Earth Creationist (Billions of years)(Billions of years)

�� Intelligent Design Intelligent Design (Intelligence created)(Intelligence created)

��RaelianismRaelianism (Life by aliens)(Life by aliens)

�� Forbidden Archaeology Forbidden Archaeology (Reincarnation)(Reincarnation)

�� Big Bang Big Bang (14 Billion Years(14 Billion Years……An explosion of gases)An explosion of gases)
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�� Nothing created something Nothing created something 

–– the universe and all that is in itthe universe and all that is in it

�� In the beginning God createdIn the beginning God created……

Which is easier to Believe?Which is easier to Believe?

ProblemProblem

�� ““Evolution is just a Evolution is just a 

theorytheory””

–– Evolution is not Evolution is not 

““provenproven””

–– No experiments No experiments 

show life comes show life comes 

from nonfrom non--lifelife

�� ““Evolution IS a Evolution IS a 

theory.theory.””

–– Evolution is very Evolution is very 

acceptableacceptable

–– Evolution does not Evolution does not 

need to be need to be ““provenproven””

only only ““disprovendisproven””

Creationist:
People who believe in God

Evolutionist Position:
Some people don’t believe
in God and some do
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Evolutionary Origin Theories AreEvolutionary Origin Theories Are……
��UntestedUntested

��GuessesGuesses

�� TheoriesTheories

�� Based on Based on 

Naturalism Naturalism 

(Nature is all (Nature is all 

there is)there is)

�� Full of ProblemsFull of Problems

What is theWhat is the
Big Bang?Big Bang?

�� Big Bang Big Bang 
–– Space itself would expands outward with the ball of Space itself would expands outward with the ball of 
hot matterhot matter

–– Matter would fill space at all timesMatter would fill space at all times

–– There would never be a large empty part of spaceThere would never be a large empty part of space

–– Matter: have no boundary and no unique centerMatter: have no boundary and no unique center

�� ““When you read or hear anything about the birth of the When you read or hear anything about the birth of the 
universe, someone is making it up.universe, someone is making it up.””

Leon Leon LedermannLedermann author author 

The God ParticleThe God Particle
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Big Bang: Balloon PoppingBig Bang: Balloon Popping

�� Fill a balloon with Fill a balloon with 

confetti confetti 

�� Blow up balloonBlow up balloon

�� Pop the balloonPop the balloon

�� What happens?What happens?

Problems with the Big BangProblems with the Big Bang

�� A bang would cause matter to expand A bang would cause matter to expand 

outward and not contractoutward and not contract

�� The stars older than the universe and no The stars older than the universe and no 

Population III starsPopulation III stars

�� Young galaxies too old Young galaxies too old 

�� Planets rotating other stars like JupiterPlanets rotating other stars like Jupiter

�� There are vast voids in spaceThere are vast voids in space

�� Motions of the galaxy Motions of the galaxy 
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Law of ConservationLaw of Conservation
of Angular Motionof Angular Motion

How did Our Universe Form?How did Our Universe Form?

�� Scientists believe Scientists believe 

after the Big Bangafter the Big Bang

–– The clumps of The clumps of 

matter started to matter started to 

swirlswirl

–– The swirling mass The swirling mass 

began to move in a began to move in a 

straight line away straight line away 

from the explosionfrom the explosion

–– This disk became This disk became 

our Solar Systemour Solar System
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Solar System Defies EvolutionSolar System Defies Evolution

�� Sun spins Sun spins 
clockwiseclockwise

�� Planets move Planets move 
counter counter 
clockwiseclockwise

�� Venus and Venus and 
Neptune rotate Neptune rotate 
backwardsbackwards

�� We observe We observe 
order not chaosorder not chaos

Stars are Older than the Universe?Stars are Older than the Universe?

�� Age of globular clusters appear older Age of globular clusters appear older 

than the universethan the universe

–– You canYou can’’t be older than your mom!t be older than your mom!

��Missing Population III StarsMissing Population III Stars

–– Population IPopulation I

–– Population IIPopulation II

–– Population III?Population III?
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Super Clusters of Super Clusters of 
StarsStars

�� Vast Voids in SpaceVast Voids in Space

��Motions of the GalaxyMotions of the Galaxy

––We should see an even distribution of We should see an even distribution of 

stars not clumps and clustersstars not clumps and clusters

––We should not see voids in spaceWe should not see voids in space

–– Spiral galaxies still spin for billions of Spiral galaxies still spin for billions of 

years?years?

��They would be twisted upThey would be twisted up

Distant Starlight ProblemDistant Starlight Problem

��Galaxies so far away it would take Galaxies so far away it would take 

billions of  years to reach earthbillions of  years to reach earth

�� This proves the big bang is correct. This proves the big bang is correct. 

Right?Right?

–– Problems: Problems: 

��Assumption of naturalism and Assumption of naturalism and 

uniformitarianismuniformitarianism

��Problems with big bang and light (redshift)Problems with big bang and light (redshift)
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What if we live in an What if we live in an 
Island Universe?Island Universe?

�� Starlight and TimeStarlight and Time: : 
–– There is a center of our universeThere is a center of our universe

–– There is matterThere is matter

–– There is some empty spaceThere is some empty space

–– The earth is near the centerThe earth is near the center

�� The universe IS an Island Universe!The universe IS an Island Universe!

Theory of RelativityTheory of Relativity

��General RelativityGeneral Relativity

–– Effects of high speedsEffects of high speeds

�� Special Theory of RelativitySpecial Theory of Relativity

–– Effects of gravity and accelerationEffects of gravity and acceleration

–– Time, space and matterTime, space and matter

Albert EinsteinAlbert Einstein
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Center of GravityCenter of Gravity
��General RelativityGeneral Relativity

––Gravitational Time Dilation!Gravitational Time Dilation!

–– Time and all physical processes run Time and all physical processes run 

more slowly in areas which are lower in more slowly in areas which are lower in 

gravity than those that are highergravity than those that are higher

––What does this mean?What does this mean?

Praise him, sun and moon,  praise him, all you shining stars.  Praise him, you 
highest heavens and you waters above the skies. Let them praise the name of the 
LORD, for he commanded and they were created. He set them in place for ever and 
ever; he gave a decree that will never pass away. Psalm: 148: 3-6

Creation Week: Creation Week: 
Earth Standard Time!Earth Standard Time!

�� Fourth day of the Creation WeekFourth day of the Creation Week
–– Universe 50 x smaller than todayUniverse 50 x smaller than today……gravitational gravitational 
time dilation would have been important.time dilation would have been important.

––One ordinary day on earth =One ordinary day on earth =
��Billions of years worth of physical processes Billions of years worth of physical processes 
taking place in distant parts of the universetaking place in distant parts of the universe

��Starlight from even the most distant star Starlight from even the most distant star 
could arrive during or soon after the fourth could arrive during or soon after the fourth 
dayday

��During that day most of the expansion of During that day most of the expansion of 
the cosmos would have taken placethe cosmos would have taken place

–– D. Russell Humphreys, Ph.D. PhysicsD. Russell Humphreys, Ph.D. Physics
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Fast Light?Fast Light?

��Marching BandMarching Band

�� God created trees mature with fruitGod created trees mature with fruit

�� God created mature animals God created mature animals 

�� God created Adam matureGod created Adam mature

�� Jesus fed the 5,000Jesus fed the 5,000

�� Jesus turned water into wineJesus turned water into wine

�� Jesus withered the fig tree (Matt 21:18Jesus withered the fig tree (Matt 21:18--19)19)

�� Instant learning of language (Tower of Instant learning of language (Tower of 
Babel)Babel)

�� Instant healing of soldierInstant healing of soldier’’s ear (Luke 22:51)s ear (Luke 22:51)

�� Creation was Creation was ““very goodvery good”” (Gen 1:31)(Gen 1:31)

–– He could have created light infinitely fast!He could have created light infinitely fast!

A God of MiraclesA God of Miracles
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God CreatedGod Created

��God created the universe of time, God created the universe of time, 
space, and matter, instantaneously, space, and matter, instantaneously, 
by His own omnipotent and spoken by His own omnipotent and spoken 
will. will. "By the word of the Lord were "By the word of the Lord were 
the heavens made; and all the host the heavens made; and all the host 
of them by the breath of His mouth. . of them by the breath of His mouth. . 
. . For He . . For He spakespake, and it was done; He , and it was done; He 
commanded, and it stood fast"commanded, and it stood fast"
(Psalm 33:6,9). (Psalm 33:6,9). 

��No place for evolutionNo place for evolution

Fun FactsFun Facts
�� How much is one billion? If you counted one How much is one billion? If you counted one 
number every second without stopping it number every second without stopping it 
would take you 32 years!would take you 32 years!

�� Electricity travels at the speed of light 186,000 Electricity travels at the speed of light 186,000 
miles per secondmiles per second

�� RadiowavesRadiowaves are electromagnetic and travel at the are electromagnetic and travel at the 
speed of light speed of light 

�� Charles Darwin did not Charles Darwin did not ““inventinvent”” evolution, but he evolution, but he 
did convince most biologists that it had occurreddid convince most biologists that it had occurred

�� The Big Bang is only one of many theoriesThe Big Bang is only one of many theories

�� To get government funding for scientific research To get government funding for scientific research 
you must agree with the Big Bangyou must agree with the Big Bang

�� Fun number comparisons of light speed: Fun number comparisons of light speed: 
http://www.skippypodar.net/Podar/30miles.htmlhttp://www.skippypodar.net/Podar/30miles.html
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Kids Yahoo GroupKids Yahoo Group

�� Post Questions to the GroupPost Questions to the Group

�� Visit to chatVisit to chat

��Meet likeMeet like--minded friendsminded friends

�� Email me for an invitationEmail me for an invitation

–– It is a closed groupIt is a closed group

��felice@mediaangels.comfelice@mediaangels.com

Media Angels, CurriculumMedia Angels, Curriculum

http://www.MediaAngels.com
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Truth Seekers Mystery SeriesTruth Seekers Mystery Series ™™

www.MediaAngels.com
felice@mediaangels.com

Action, Adventure, Mystery
and Creation SCIENCE!!

Resources for your libraryResources for your library
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Newsletter Subscribe OnlineNewsletter Subscribe Online
Blog Posts

Meet me online on Facebook

Follow on Twitter

ScholarSquare.comScholarSquare.com

Listen to a 
class online 
whenever you 

want!

Or…teach 
your own 
class and post 
it! 


